For F a field and G a group, let FG = F(G) be the group algebra of G over F. Ity is a. class of finite abelian groups, F induces an equivalence relation on S^ by G, H (z S* are equivalent if and only if FG ~ FH. We will call two fields F and K equivalent on 5f if they induce the same equivalence relation on Sf We will say F is equivalent to isomorphism on ^ if FG ~ FH if and only if G ~ H for any two elements G, H £ S^.
It is well known, (e.g. [2] ) that the field of rational numbers Q is equivalent to isomorphism on the class of all finite abelian groups. In this note, we investigate when two fields F and K are equivalent on Sf, for various sets j^7. In particular, we identify which fields are equivalent to isomorphism on the class of all finite abelian groups.
If n is a positive integer, let C n denote the cyclic group of order n. Proof. If the characteristic of F is relatively prime to n, the lemma is a result of Perlis-Walker [2] . If the characteristic of F is pi, FG ~ FH=$ F(G/G pl ) c^F (H/H pl ) and G P1 ~ H P1 by the results in [1] . As \G/G Pl \ is relatively prime to the characteristic of F, the lemma follows by PerlisWalker's theorem.
This lemma shows that to study the equivalence of two fields F and K on the class of all finite abelian groups, it is sufficient to restrict our study to the class of all finite abelian ^-groups. We will always suppose that p denotes a fixed prime. If F is a field of characteristic p, and S^ is the class of all finite abelian />-groups, then F is equivalent to isomorphism on £f. Hence in the following we will always assume that all fields are of characteristic other than the fixed prime p.
If F is a field, define the ^-sequence {yF, P (n)} of F(n ^ 1) by
where f p n is a primitive p^th root of unity over F. We thus conclude that if p is odd or if n > 1 and p = 2, whenever p appears in the ^-sequence of K all remaining terms must also be p.
PRO POSITION 3. Let K/F be an extension of fields. Let M be the maximal abelian extension of F in K. Then the p-sequence of K equals the p-sequence of AI.
Proof. Let f n be a primitive wth root of unity over F. F(Ç n ) and M are abelian extensions of F, so the composite
is Galois over K with Galois group isomorphic to the Galois group of
Let K/F be an extension of fields. Call M P the maximal abelian p-extension of F in K if M v is the composite of all finite abelian ^-extensions of F in K. 
). This means that the ^-sequence of M v is equal to that of M. By Proposition 3, the result follows. We now investigate the relationship between the equivalence of two fields on the set of abelian ^-groups and their respective ^-sequences. We now apply the theorem to algebraic number fields. Suppose p is odd. Then QGV) is a cyclic extension of Q of degree p(p -1) and contains a unique field of degree p over Q. Call this field F p ; i.e., Q C F P C (?G>) and deg(/V<2) = £. Then the following are equivalent.
COROLLARY 8. Let F be a field and suppose p is odd. Then F is equivalent to isomorphism on the class of all finite abelian p-groups if and only if F(C P X C P )&F(C P *).

Proof. If f p , 6 F(Ç P ) and v p = deg(F(£ p )/F), then
F(C P XC P )^F® £--=-F(t P ) ~ F(C P *
(i) K is equivalent to isomorphism on £f '. (ii) K(C P X C p ) ^K(C P 2) (iii) F V (£K (iv) There does not exist a
field L such that L properly contains Q and is contained in K, L is an abelian extension of Q of degree a power of p, and the discriminant of L is a power of p.
Proof, (i) => (ii). This is obvious.
As L is an abelian extension of Q of degree a power of £, by the Kronecker-Weber theorem, L is contained in a cyclotomic extension. In fact, since the discriminant of L is a power of p, L C (?GV+0-See, e.g., [3, p. 233] . But (?GV + 1 ) is a cyclic extension of <2 and contains a unique field L of degree £ r over Q. This field must also contain F p , contradicting (iii). (i) K is equivalent to isomorphism on Sf.
(ii) K is equivalent to isomorphism on^T.
(hi) {V2, W-2} nz = 0.
(
(iii) =» (i). Let M 2 be the maximal abelian 2-extension of Q in i£. We must check that the 2-sequence of ikf 2 coincide with the 2-sequence of Q. Suppose n ^ 3 and f 2 » is a primitive 2 w th root of unity over Q. Q(f 2 n) is an abelian extension of Q and contains exactly three quadratic extensions; namelv, QW,Q(/2),Q(V-2).By (iv), Proof. Iî q = 1 (mod 4), then the equation x 2 + 1 = 0 splits in X, so that Y*, P (1) = 1. Hence K(C,) c~K(C 2 X C 2 ). If g = 3 (mod 4), then GF(q*) C i£(f 2 ). As g 2 s 1 (mod 8), f 2 6 GF(<z
